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Don't sound the death knell
for student activism
By Pamela Griner Leavy
College and university students with
multi-colored hairdos, pierced bodies, tshirts promoting a variety of social causes,
jeans and backpacks made-up the majority
of the estimated 10,000 participants at the
Nov. 21 and 22 protest vigil and march at
the School of the Americas in Columbus,
Ga.
Located on the Fort Benning Army
military reservation, the School of the
Americas is known as a training ground
for Latin American officers fighting communist uprisings in their home countries.
School officials say the school helps to
develop military professionalism and promote democracy. Graduates include former Panamanian dictator Manuel Noriega,
now serving a 40-year sentence for drug
trafficking.
The annual protest has been held since
November 1990, commemorating the

November 16, 1989 killings in El the School of Americas is staining and
Salavador of six Jesuit priests, their covering my culture with blood,"
housekeeper and her young daughter. A Fernandez was quoted as saying.
United Nations investigation found that 19
Dwight Lawton, 69, and Mary
of the 26 Salvadoran officers involved had Berglund, 66, of St. Petersburg drove eight
been trained at the school. School officials hours to Columbus to be part of the
stress that only about 1 percent of the protest. Berglund is a former president of
approximate 60,000 graduates have been the League of Women Voters of the St.
involved in such activities.
Petersburg area. Lawton was arrested at
Nathan Musselman, 22, a senior the November 1997 protest. Subsequently
majoring in justice, peace and conflict convicted of criminal trespass-a misdestudies at Eastern Mennonite University in meanor, Lawton was ordered to pay a
Harrisburg, Va., was one of nearly 40 stu- $3,000 fine and spent six months in a mindents from the school who drove to the imum security federal prison outside
protest in vans. "Experience after experi- Jesup, Ga.
ence has taught me that this is something I
Lawton and Berglund say they were
don't want my government to support and thrilled to see so many college university
that I certainly don't want to support," students involved, although they met none
Musselman was quoted as saying in the from Florida.
Columbus Ledger-Enquirer.
Many of the attending students who
Katherine Fernandez traveled to Fort . were there wore white death masks and
Benning from Oberlin College in Ohio. carried symbolic coffms splattered with a
"Being Columbian and Venezuelan I feel substance that looked like blood.
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Jamey Rabbitt, one of USF's sailing
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teammate Valarie Beers at a practice
session off the St. Petersburg Pier.
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The Crow/s Nest would like to thank all of
our contributors, supporters and readers who
helped to make this a memorable semester. We
wish you and yours a most joyous holiday
season and a spectacular new yearJ 'Til 2000,
- your loyal Nest staffers
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Contributing artist

chatter
On Dec. 13, 160 students will walk down the aisles of Mahaffey Theater to
become the last graduating class of the century for USF-St. Petersburg.
Along with diplomas, students, faculty and staff will receive words of wisdom from
this year's commencement speaker, long time St. Petersburg resident and businessman,
Gus Stavros.
Stavros, who grew a small business forms printing company into the largest of its
kind in the southeast, received and honorary doctorate in Humane Letters from USF in
1996 and the university's Enterprise and Economic Education Center is named in his
honor. The Gus A. Stavros Institute runs Pinellas County's Enterprise Village, a teaching center focused on educating local fifth graders on our economic system and freeenterprise.
Also to be awarded Monday night are the Outstanding Senior Awards, annually
given recognitions of overall excellence in academic performance, community and
university service.
Ceremonies begin at 7 p.m. For more information call the office of Student Affairs,
553-1162.
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to accept or reject advertisements
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the law. No part of this publication
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Hugs leave lasting 1mpress1ons
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By Rachael Lee Coleman

other local churches hosted A Great
Day of Thanksgiving. The annual event
ith research papers behind schedule and enlisted volunteers from all walks of
'Vlt .
final exams approaching, backing out life to serve dinner to, and eat with, the
would have been easily justified. Just a homeless.
few hours of my time spent with St.
"Want to hear a joke about Maid
Petersburg's indigent people on a beautiful, sunny Marian?" asked William Joseph Patrick
Saturday afternoon will be forever ingrained in my mind. O'Shaughnessy in his thick, Brooklyn
For many, holidays often translate to gift giving, mas- slang. "I promise it won't be a dirty
sive dinners, family congregations and stressful trips to one." One of many enjoying the festivthe mall. To the homeless, however, a simple hug or touch ities, O'Shaughnessy struggled to keep
on the hand can brighten their lives throughout the holi- hold of his bicycle, piled high with a
days and the rest of the year.
new coat, bible and plastic bags filled
Preachers and gospel singers chanted about divinity with untattered clothing.
on the stage at the head of the park while handing out free
"This is simply beautiful," he said
copies of the New Testament. Tables in front filled up after 30 minutes of joke-telling. "It's a
with hungry viewers. In the center of the green, both the gorgeous day for wonderful people to
homeless and underprivileged rummaged through piles of come together." At one time,
donated, barely worn clothing. Volunteers bustled about, O'Shaughnessy proudly served the
serving plates of turkey, mashed potatoes, beans and cran- U.S. Navy, where he sailed around the
berry sauce.
world, and he built parts for nuclear
This was the scene in Williams Park in downtown St. reactors. After a 27-foot fall, back
Petersburg Nov. 20, where Glad Tidings Assembly of God injuries kept him from his trade. Now
church, the St. Petersburg City Mission and numerous he walks through Williams Park alone, unbathed and hungry.
One hug and O'Shaughnessy's eyes
lit up like a flashlight in a darkened
room. His tight embrace and repeated
kisses on my cheek spawned concerned
glares from onlookers. "You are the flrst
person to touch me in weeks," he said.
Across the green, Amy Ryan stood,
bracing herself with her wheelchair,
which overflowed with her latest finds. Listening intently
to the suited preacher on stage speak of inviting God into
everyday life, her electric blue eyes gazed over the crowd.
But they always returned to her dearest possession - a
handmade clown doll, adorned in a bright blue, pink and
yellow silk, polka-dot suit - sitting guarded atop her
clothing.
"I need to change her shoes," Ryan said, while caressing the doll's legs. " She has pretty, white patent leather
shoes with buckles on them." The doll, which came from
Boston, has accompanied Ryan throughout her travels for
nearly 10 years.
"I have to go store these things so I can sit in my
chair," said Ryan, who has difficulty walking. She wouldn't say where. "This day is special," she said, grabbing my
hand and bowing her head for a silent prayer. "It is special
that we are together."
The circumstances of their individual situations vary,
but for one day, the needy and the giving came together to
share dinner, sunshine, conversation and even physical
affection.
Photo by Rachael Lee Coleman
With a look of both compassion and disbelief, Nancy
William Joseph Patrick O'Shaughnessy gives thumbs
Aaronson,
a mission volunteer, smiled. They make up
up to the volunteer activities.

Pregnancy Testing

Amy
Ryan
watches
the
crowd in
Williams
Park.
Her
prized
possession, her
clown
doll, sits
over her
newly
acquired
goods.
Photo by
Rachael
Lee
Coleman

these stories, she said, that's all they have. But
at sometime, somewhere, many of the patrons of Williams
Park had homes of their own, with jobs. They have histories. Somewhere they may have families, parents, or even
children. Now they are alone. Now they have only the comfort of each other- and the volunteers who give their time.
"We have to learn to see Jesus in these people," said
Anita Waters, a volunteer from Glad Tidings Assembly of
God church. After all, they are people.
As a result of Thanksgiving in Williams Park, five
people with addiction problems sought help from the St.
Petersburg City Mission, and all received a hot meal.
The event is only one of many to help the needy in the
St. Petersburg. Although a series of events will continue
throughout December, volunteers are needed year-round.
"We find that during Thanksgiving and Christmas,
people want to volunteer," said Aleta Harris, office manager of the St. Petersburg City Mission. "But it's harder to
find volunteers the rest of the year."
After finals are over, share the gift oftime this holiday
season - the rewards are worth more than the effort.
For more information about the St. Petersburg City
Mission, contact Aleta Harris at (727) 327-7788.
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And Gifts for The Spirit

Pregnancy Terminations
* FREE Nitrous Oxide * FREE Follow-up Exam
* FREE IV Sedation
* Licensed physictans

Birth Control & Gyn. Services by All Womens Family Planning
L.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!..J Center, Inc.
*Pap smears and Exams
* STD Testing & Treatment

* Depo Provera
• Morning-after Pills

* Norplant
* IUD

Great Discounts on Brand Name Birth Control Pills
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(727)
www.abortion-clinics.com

327-3300

Brigit Books

4131 Central Avenue
St. Petersburg

Best local selection of new &
used books for and about women

GREAT HOLIDAY
GIFTS!
(727) 522-5775
3434 Fourth St. N.
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
www.brigitbooks.com
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As winter approaches, we thought we would
make
our Christmas list ... since we have been
j
SOOOOO good all year. We haven't beaten up
·'~
any other kids - or professors- and we've
almost done all of our homework.
I
l~
We only have a few requests ... and we
don't even mind if you deliver them a little
• • ,. 1 t
early!
First, we'd like to speak on behalf of
:\. most of the human race when we humbly
~· ll~! request world peace. We don't think
Saddam will mind, seeing as how this is a
Christmas gift. Even he probably believes
in you once in a while. As for those who think
world peace would be a waste of time - freeing up our defense budget to feed, clothe
and educate much of the Earth's population- we would not object to their permament relocation to the remote desert Isle of Richard Simmons. Forever. (We understand this request may take some fancy maneuvering, so we will settle for a small
token of nuclear disarmament.)
Next, we'd like to speak for those who are shamelessly rummaging through the
aisles of every supermarket across the nation in search of the last can of tomato soup
and gallon of bottled water to round out their 30-year food supply in preparation for
Y2K. While these apocalyptic souls are stocking their cupboards, we'd appreciate if
you could leave a lifetime supply of St. John's Wort and Kava Kava under their trees.
Meanwhile, we would like to herald the coming Age of Aquarius with a keg of Bass.
If you and the elves want to help kill it with us, you know the address- and it's gauranteed to be Y2K compliant.
For all of our fellow trolls in academia, having successfully navigated the perilous
waters of higher education, we request low-watt brain activity during the holiday
break. To ensure the utmost relaxation, we further request that all professors be magi~Cr.
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cally rendered incapable of grading any work with less than an A. Any effort to extend
this spell through next semester would only create a much more pleasant environment
for everyone - we are, after all, told to work smart, not hard.
For those who regularly encounter the sometimes bold, often supercilious and frequently crude bathroom blackboard banter proudly displayed in the confines of the
small, but useful ladies room of the Tavern at Bayboro, we request an additional dose
of inspiration - oh, and some different colored chalk would be nice, too. And Santa,
please urge them to sign their last names when declaring their undying love (true luv
4-ever) for their poor stalking victims so we can congratulate them on their amorous
affairs.
Finally, as small, understaffed newspapers are wont to do, we cannot stress enough
the need for HELP - psychologically, physically and, oh, yes, editorially. We believe
the use of Poltergeist-like subjugation and subliminal messaging through the Internet
will enhance the formulation of your action plan. Regarding this matter, we have tried
unsuccessfully and now seek your omnipotent aid. Most specifically, we seek the
recruitment of copy editors, writers, photographers, designers, advertising reps and,
well, anyone who can piece together a somewhat readable sentence. Oh, and did we
mention that applicants must consume ghastly amounts ofFolgers in the name of 3
a.m. Sunday morning production extravaganzas?
So Santa, if you're making your list and checking it twice, please note that some
have found our naughtiness a little bit nice. We' ll be waiting for
n
any of the above requests you deem worthy of our bequeath11':.1
ment. Nonetheless, we' ll be waiting with homemade
~
cookies and milk on Christmas Eve. Do you prefer
Scotch with that?

ielHJ.~_,
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Internet shopping takes
consumerism to new level
By Bryce Alderton
Mustang Daily (California Poly State U.)

(U-WIRE) - Another holiday season
quickly approaches and brings with it the
annual question, "How bad is consump- ·
tion getting and is there anything
Americans can do about it?"
Consumption is getting worse, especially in the United States. Americans
comprise five percent of the world's population, but they consume 35 percent of
the world's resources. That is quite a
chunk out of the earth. One of the possible culprits is the Internet.
The ability to buy gifts online at Web
sites such as etoys.com allows people to
avoid the crowds at malls and shop in the
comfort of their own homes. This will cut
down on the number of shoppers at the
malls, but people may get carried away at
home when the only thing they have to
do to buy a gift is click the mouse. They
may not realize how much they've purchased until the box arrives on their
doorstep and the bill eventually stares
them in face.
Online shopping isn't any less-expensive since shipping and handling charges
must be added in, but the biggest advantage is convenience. With the click of a
mouse you can make your purchase and
be done with your shopping in a few min-

utes. Why would you want to leave your
house on a Saturday afternoon to battle
the traffic and the people to go inside a
hot, stuffy mall. Why sacrifice your time
in this way?
The reason is simple: humans interacting with humans. We have a need to
socialize with others and enjoy the company that good friends, family and others
have to offer. Call me old-fashioned but I
enjoy going to the store and actually
touching the things I'm thinking of buying. I see and feel the product instead of
looking at it on a computer screen. I
enjoy talking to other customers and
owners of the stores. Who knows, maybe
someone will tell me the diffe rence
between the new Titleist driver and the
Big Bertha when I'm planning to buy my
dad a golf club. I might not have received
that tip if I logged on to golf. com.
Shoppers can only carry so many bags
in their hands, often putting a damper on
consumption. Internet consumers can
click to their hearts' content and not realize how much they've bought until the
gifts arrive on the doorstep.
As long as the Internet is there for the
taking, consumers will buy online with
nothing standing in the way. Americans
need to revert to simpler lives.
Americans' fascination with "the new
thing is the only thing" needs to stop so

we can concentrate on what's important .;family, friends, education, and children.
Instead of spending a majority of the
day at the mall, a father may have more
time to spend with his kids because he
bought a new software program on
Microsoft's Web site. This free time may
only be temporary. Once the product
arrives, he may spend more time with it,
and the time he spends with his kids will
shrink. Increas ing consumption equals
increasing time on the goodies we buy.
Online buying is increasing this propensity for consumption, and there is no way
of stopping this boom in the foreseeable
future.
As long as the Internet is there, people
will use it. At least going to the mall provides a chance to interact with other
shoppers and build that all important skill
of communication.
But whether it's a mall or the Internet,
we need to buy less because the earth
isn't an unlimited source of resources.
Twenty percent of the earth's population
uses 80 percent of its natural resources.
This consumption can't last forever, and
it won't. Be prudent in what you buy and
don't overdue it.
Remember the famous quote:
"Everything in moderation."

::o-,:::::-

Objects not as close as they appear
By Lynn Stratton

¢,.,--

lanes regularly swoop over the
spot where Davis and Coquina
halls meet. Anthony Nelson has
a plan if one looks like it will
come flying through his office window.
"Hit the floor," he said. "That's if I
can't get out the door in time. And I probably can't."
Nelson, an assistant professor in information systems, said he does wonder
sometimes about the small planes that
appear to brush the tops of buildings on
the USF-St. Petersburg campus on their
way to and from Albert Whitted Airport.
But it's not something he thinks about
every day.
Some people do, however, and they
think it's pretty safe.
The city of St. Petersburg owns Albert
Whitted Municipal Airport, which annually records approximately 100,000 aircraft
operations - defined as a take-off or a
landing.
According to air traffic controller and
pilot Fred Veazey, the airport is home to
more than 150 aircraft, as well as to the
itinerant traffic of those who simply want
to land at the airport to patronize local
restaurants or - like the Mariners' Ken
Griffey Jr. - take in a ball game at
Tropicana Field. The airport provides aircraft and helicopter charters, aircraft maintenance, pilot supplies, banner towing, aircraft rentals, aviation fuels and sightseeing
tours of St. Petersburg and the surrounding
areas. It is also home to the Albert Whitted
Flying Club, a for-profit, incorporated
,,

business that provides flight instruction. campus was built under the flight path, place if an accident does occur.
Chief pilot and flight instructor Jack W. rather than the other way around. In fact,
Jack Tunstill said the airport
Tun still said the airport doesn't take public the first regularly scheduled airline service control tower is connected
money. Although it does receive grants, it began at Albert Whitted in 1914.
directly to the fire station at
creates its own income.
What would happen if a plane did Webb Plaza, so emergency help
"Albert Whitted is a
would
arrive
,
quickly. "In fact,
commercially viable air~r:
port," Tunstill said, "and
"
., '
the plywood on
·i:l
as such has a sense of its
the gate at Sixth
'"'
~rti;;
importance to the comAvenue
South
eJi;\,,
~--~)
munity. We don't want to
and First Street is
1
there so a fire
be accident statistics."
truck wouldn't
The longtime flight
instructor said flying over
have to stop on the way in;
buildings is discouraged.
it can just crash on
Both pilots and students
through."
go out of their way to
But that possibility is
avoid public areas, flying
small,
according
to
primarily over water to
Veazey, an air traffic conminimize the danger or
troller. "Planes don't just
inconvenience to those
drop out of the sky," he
below. And touch-and-go
said. "Even if a plane lost
flying - taking off and
an engine, it can always
touching down again
make it back. If they're as
repeatedly - is forbidclose as USF, they'll make
Photo by Rachael Lee Coleman it to the airport."
den by city ordinance, an
During a pre-flight check-up, Jack Tunstill, chief pilot and flight instructor at
of which
infraction
The airport's control
Albert Whitted airport, explains that jet fuel should be a clear, light blue liqresults in a moving viola- uid. The fuel, he said, is often mistaken for other chemicals.
tower was contracted out in
tion against the pilot's
August 1995 to RVA Inc.,
motorist license.
touch down on the campus? According to according to Glenn Lenhoff, air traffic
Airport director Monty Burgess said Sgt. Alan Hebdon, the University Police manager for RVA. The air traffic conthe planes overhead are as safe as any air- would first secure the scene.
trollers have a total of 234 years of experiplanes can be. "You're probably in more
"Our primary responsibility would be ence among them, Lenhoff said, and the
danger from a fuel truck going out of con- to protect innocent bystanders and secure tower is FAA certified and adheres to all
trol and crashing into the Department of medical attention, and we would notifY the FAA regulations.
Environmental Protection building," he fire department."
And the tower has something unusual
said.
Even though there has never been an for an airport the size of Whitted: Brite
It is important to remember that the aircraft accident on, or even near, the camAirport continued on Page 10
airport was here first, Tunstill said. USF's pus, Hebdon says emergency plans are in
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By Therese Mattioli

rom his tiny office at the edge of Davis
They have done all of this with litHall, Dr. Steve Lang, a professor in the tle support - fmancial or otherwise
School of Education by day and sailor by - from the university athletic departnight, will tell you in his thick Southern drawl a ment. And the team continues to
tale of a competitive sailing program that began grow. Currently, there are 22 sailors
at the USF-St. Petersburg campus in the fall of who travel from all the USF campuses to practice and compete.
1994.
He will speak of the sailing team's humble
What it comes down to then, Lang
beginnings and the lack of financial support from said, is a love of racing no matter
USF's athletic department.
what the conditions, and a locale that
He will tell you with a smile and a hint of seems to breed racers. "You have to
incredulity that Ed Baird, a top-ranked profes- wonder why we have a budget that is
sional sailor and captain of a $20 million sailing 10 percent of the national average for
vessel competing for the America's Cup - the oldest college sailing teams in a place where
youth sailing and high
worldwide competischool sailing is the best
tion in boating in the world," said Lang.
attended school at
His sailors are students
USF-St. Petersburg in
who attend USF because
the 1980s and took his
bachelor's from USF
they want to go to college
where they live - and
without ever racing a
they
live here. Lang said
sailboat for USF. He
when he finds a student
will say it and pause
that came up in a St.
so the words sink in.
Petersburg, Clearwater or
Four students and
Tampa sailing program he
a coach, that is how
Photo by Rachael Lee Coleman
knows that as a "walk on"
the St. Petersburg sailUSF's sailing team practices on 420cm boats in Tampa Bay near Demon's
that
student
will
be
capaing team began. Ken
Landing in St. Petersburg.
ble of competing well
Hardy, Scott Norman,
against any team in the
Dawn Service, Ashley
ranked, but we could be in the top 10. It's all about visiSarrett-Lippencott and
bility. It's so expensive and we don't have the money to
country.
Teammates Crisy Roland, 21, Aubry Eich, get seen. We need funding for boats, for traveling, everyLang. "That was the
21, and Genoa Griffin, 19, are perfect exam- thing. Right now we are practicing with stuff that is old
beginning of the first
ples of Lang's sentiments. All three young and broken and beat up. Imagine what we could do with
team," said Lang.
the right equipment."
women
have
"They all had the
been sailing for
This year, the sailing team
same interest. They
asked USF's athletic department
wanted to race."
years. All three
By the spring of
for $86,000 - athletic director
Photo by Rachael Lee Coleman cut their teeth
on
1996, the team, still USF sailors enter a practice race just off the sailing
Paul Griffin granted them $25,000.
Tampa
Bay.
Team members raised an additional
not funded by USF's coast of the St. Petersburg Pier.
athletic department,
When talking of
$5,000 on their own- mostly by
pushing sodas at Tropicana Field
became a member of the Intercollegiate Yacht Racing racing they chatter like sisduring Devil Rays home games this
Association (ICYRA). "That was the first year anyone ters one minute and fierce
competitors the next. They
made it to nationals," said Lang.
past summer - to offset travel
expenses.
On a shoestring, a prayer and the tactical skills of his step on each other's words
sailors, St. Petersburg's little sailing team has qualified for and fmish each other's senLang said he developed his
national competitions ever since. "It hasn't been easy," tences. They liken the team
budget proposal by calling around
to similar schools across the nation
said Lang. "Especially when you are dealing with teams that to a family, albeit an odd
and requesting budgets from their
have the funding to give them the advantage of better boats, one at times.
Each has a handful of
programs. "I contacted College of
better equipment and foul-weather gear for the teams."
Just last weekend the team raced in Charleston, S.C., stories that range from
Charleston, Old Dominion, the
and some ofUSF's sailors had to drop $120 and buy their humorous to downright terUniversity of Hawaii and Michigan
own dry suits. "We had one girl out there who couldn't rifying. Stories about getUniversity. They all have a waterafford it. She was out borrowing stuff so she could stay ting stuck, sinking ships and
front location, all have a good sailbailing snow in icy waters.
warm while she was racing," Lang added.
ing team and all have state support.
"You have to make
Even with tight financial constraints, a small, tired and
Based on their numbers, I pulled
together a composite that would
well-used fleet - the team owns eight sailboats and, yourself get along. You
when necessary, "borrows" boats from the St. Petersburg focus on the team and forget
support 25 people, pay the coaches
and provide boats. All in all, it
Yacht Club. Sailing World Magazine even listed St. about
yourself,"
said
Photo by Rachael Lee Coleman
came to a little less than $100,000."
Petersburg's team among the top 20 college teams in the Griffin. "You forget about
Doug Nieman single-handedly maneuvers a 420cm
Even with the best sailors, the
your outside problems when
country last spring.
boat during a USF sailing team practice.
team has to travel and compete
On the weekend of Nov. 19 through 21, Bayboro you get on the water."
Harbor was the site of the East Coast semi-fmals for the
Eich added, overlapping Griffin, "I love it. It's know- nationally to get recognition - a difficult task with a
U.S. Olympic sailing team. The USF-St. Petersburg sail- ing that I know what to do in a boat. Not so much racing, bare-bones budget. When they travel, which is almost
ing team hosted the event. The team has already hosted but getting the boat tactically and physically from one every weekend, who goes and who stays? How many
people do they need versus how many can they afford to
district championships, organized a winter regatta for Jan. place to the next as fast as you can."
What it comes down to is funding. "We have a really take?
8 and 9, 2000, and is hosting their first national-level
good team. We do really well," said Roland. "We are
women's regatta next March.
Sailing continued on Page 7
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Olympic sailing trials held on Bay
By Cherilyn Hernandez

Rules stipulate that a certain number of races must be completed
prior to choosing the top 10 sailors. Since that number was not
met, the Olympic commission allowed an extension of the semifinal competition until Nov. 22. In all, four races were completed
over the weekend meeting the necessary quota.
In the end, Davis placed in the No. 1 position, six points ahead
of Mendelblatt in the No. 2 spot. USF freshman Noah French,
impressive for even making the semi-final rounds, placed No. 53
of 53.
Now that the top 10 East Coast semi-finalists have been chosen, these sailors, combined with the top 10 West Coast semifinalists, will go on to compete in the April 2000 Laser Olympic
finals in San Francisco.

The race was on to choose the top 10 semi-finalist sailors in
the single-handed Olympic boat division the weekend ofNov. 19
through 21 for the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games. The only East
Coast semi-fmals held this year for the Laser class took place near
the St. Petersburg Pier and was hosted by the St. Petersburg Yacht
Club (SPYC).
The Olympic semi-fmals featured two local favorites: sailors
Mark Mendelblatt of St. Petersburg and Brett David of Largo.
Both men were expected to place in the top 10 over the weekend.
Indeed, on the first day of racing Davis and Mendelblatt placed in
the No. 1 and No. 2 positions respectively.
Mendelblatt, recognized as the Male
Athlete of the Year by the U.S. Sailing
Olympic Commission, and Davis are
among the top-ranked sailors in the
Olympic Laser class. An Olympic Laser
boat measures approximately 12 feet and
weighs about 130 pounds. USF sailing
coach Steve Lang said that while Lasers
are fast, popular, single-handed boats,
they are tricky to maneuver and capsize
easily.
But when the winds aren't blowing,
it's not easy to sail at all. That was the
case on Sat. and Sun . Nov. 20 and 21the winds simply did not cooperate.
Sailors need the wind velocity to reach
five knots in order to complete a onehour qualifying race and on both days
there was not enough.
R. J. Rusniak, sailing master for the
SPYC, said the competitors looked like
"lonely sailors out there" waiting for the
wind to increase. There were no race
results recorded for Nov. 20 and 21. It
was questionable whether any semiPhoto by Rachael Lee Coleman
finalists would be chosen at all.
Left to right: USF sailors Tim McCormick, Michelle Fuchs, Valarie Beers and Jamey
The International Regatta Racing Rabbitt practice on Tampa Bay.

Sailing continued from Page 6
"As an athletic contest, it is the longest
of any sport," said Lang. "It's basically 16
hours of athletic competition over two
days. It is a constantly competitive, emotionally, physically and mentally taxing
sport. We take as few people as possible
and sleep on people's floors to save
money. Based on that, what we lack in size
and physical strength, we try to make up
for in strategy."
The best thing for the team, said Lang,
is experience and exposure. But traveling
with the team, as glamorous as it sounds,
isn't a stroll in the park. "You get there,
you get settled, you get up early and sail
all day, get back to where you are staying,
usually drop from exhaustion, wake up
early the next day and do it all again and
then go home."
Whenever sailors travel to a new
locale, they face different wind and water
conditions, use unfamiliar boats, experience new situations- all this leads to better skills.
"Earlier this year, we traveled to
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) for a race and they have designed
and built their own boat molds," said
Lang. "It was something we had never
seen before."
It's about tactical skill, Lang said, like

a form of aqua-chess. "The best racers
have good balance, overall athletic, have
lots of stamina and are very intelligent.
Racing is about strategy and tactics and
rules. It's much more complicated than
pleasure sailing. You are not going to do
very well if you can't think."
Of course, Lang adds, the more you
race, the better the chance you will qualify for other types of races. "It's a playoff
system; once you move to the top of your
district, you can be asked to race against
another district."
In the Southern Athletic Conference
(Florida, Georgia, Tennessee, North and
South Carolina) there are 22 schools USF-St. Petersburg. is tied for first place.
As for funding for the upcoming academic year, athletic director Griffm said
it's too early in the process to make any
commitments as to what will be made
available for each team. His department
will begin assessing revenues in February
2000, based on athletic fee projections and
meetings with coaches and coaching
staffs.
Griffin said that the USF-St.
Petersburg sailing team presented a budget
proposal requesting $86,000 in funding,
and he did speak about a possible
$100,000 commitment from the athletic
department for the program. "But those
numbers were based on the full approval

of fee requests made earlier this year and
that won't be approved. Changes have
been made to the request and that changes
the athletic department's ability to fund
programs," said Griffin.
The fee request he is referring to called
for an increase of student athletic fees
from $0.66 per credit hour to $3.75 per
credit hour for regional campuses. After
some discussion and debate between the
Tampa campus and the regional campuses,
an increase to $2 per credit hour was
accepted for the regional campuses.
"We said we would evaluate the program based on participation levels, which
at this point look a little modest," said
Griffin.
Sleeping on floors, racing without sufficient weather gear, spending hours of
summer vacation staffing concession
stands at Tropicana Field to raise travel
money, traveling with a skeleton-crew racing team and solid national standings may
not be good enough for Griffin, but it sure
makes Lang feel as if his team deserves
more.
"We have proven again and again that
we can do this, and not on the backs of student's athletic dollars. This is a sport that
represents this campus and we really don't
want anymore Ed Bairds, or Jane Does for
that matter, going to school here without a
sailing team."

USF Athletics
Total Direct
Cost

1999-00
Football

$1,900,000
M. Basketball
$903,700
W. Basketball

$703,000
Baseball
$362,000
W. Cross County/
Track
$333,000
Softball
$318,600
Volleyball
$307,000
W. Soccer
$282,400
M. Soccer
$255,000
W. Tennis
$171,500
M. Cross Country/
Track
$164,700
M. Tennis
$152,600
W.Golf
$94,700
M. Golf
$81,400
Sailing$
25,000

(Information provided by the
Michele Burlingame, USF athletic
department accounting coordinator.
All figures are rounded up.)
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The
Mystical
Arts of
Tibet festival will
feature
mandala
sand
painting,

Tibetan rituals
to be revealed
By Cherilyn Hernandez
or more than 40 years,
Tibetans have witnessed
the eradication of their culture under China's rule.
Since the invasion of Tibet in
1950, the Chinese government
has outlawed freedom of speech,
assembly and religion in Tibet.
However, many Tibetans continue to risk
crossing the Himalaya Mountains into
India to gain their freedom.
Among those Tibetans who escaped
and survived the trek are more than 2,500
Tibetan Buddhist monks who established
the Drepung Loseling Monastery-in-exile
in India.
Ten monks from the monastery-inexile will visit the USF Tampa campus in
February 2000. USF's Campus Activities
Board will host "The Mystical Arts of
Tibet" festival in the spring, featuring
mandala sand painting, a five-day Tibetan
ancient ceremony.
The Tibetan monks create a mandala
sand painting by pouring colored sand,
grain by grain, onto a carefully drawn line
design. The process takes three to five
days to complete.
"The whole mandala process just
sucks you in and you sit in amazement
watching the monks create the sand painting," said Karen Bednarczyk, program
coordinator of student activities.
The construction of the mandalas is
outlawed in Tibet by the Chinese govern-

ment, so the monks cannot preserve the
ceremony in their homeland. Bringing the
mandala ceremony to the United States
allows them to share their culture and educate Americans about the destruction of
Tibet.
Bednarczyk said that students will be
encouraged to interact with the Tibetan
monks. An interpreter will assist students
who want to communicate with the
monks, who don't speak English.
According to Bednarczyk, the monks
are kind and serene, but they also like
everyday activities like playing basketball. She recalled watching them shoot
baskets with students while they visited
Virginia Tech.
USF students will be able to catch a
glimpse into a Tibetan Buddhist tradition
that is more than 20,000 years old. The
mandala sand is believed to hold healing
energies and students who attend will be
able to keep some of the sand.
"At the least, students will be amazed
at the creation of the mandala because it is
so fascinating to watch the monks' dedication to this religious ceremony," she said.
For more information about "The
Mystical Arts of Tibet" festival, contact
the CAB office at (813) 974-5202, or
learn more about the mandala sand painting ceremony on the web at
www.drepung.org.
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Chicago exhibition
graces new museum
By Bonnie Clark
One way to enhance a college education is to explore the unknown and unfamiliar. The work of feminist artist Judy
Chicago is on display December 3
through January 30 at the new Gulf Coast
Museum of Art, only 20 minutes from
USF's St. Petersburg campus. The new
museum, free to the public, includes a
sculpture garden and unique gift shop,
lectures and classes.
Chicago's art is big, bright and bold.
Through her art, Chicago demands that
viewers rethink gender roles in society.
Dr. Viki Thompson-Wylder, curator of
exhibitions at Florida State University
Museum of Fine Art, said, "Provoking
extremes of art - critical praise and condemnation, the contemporary presence of
Judy Chicago is felt. She is studied in art
history classes across the United States."
This exhibition has more than 75 finished works and studies side-by-side with
sketchbooks and scrapbooks. Chicago's
huge collaborative work Dinner Party is
included, as is Holocaust Project, which
was on display at the Tampa Bay
Holocaust Museum several years ago.
The Gulf Coast Museum of Art is the
only Florida venue to host Chicago's retrospective on its national tour, other than
the FSU Museum of Fine Arts where the
show originated. Dr. Thompson-Wylder
will conduct a walk-through gallery tour
on Thursday, December 2 from 6 to 7 p.m.
In the outdoor Courtyard Sculpture are
19 cast-bronze artworks by internationally
recognized artist John Dreyfuss. Most of
these sculptures are either animal figures
such as Moon Bright (Reclining Cow) or
human figures, including the baseball
players in Full Count, Pitcher and Catcher.
The Dreyfuss art pieces will be exhibited
through January 9.

The museum was formerly located in
Belleair under the name Gulf Coast Art
Center, housed in a building half the size
of the new 22,000 square foot complex.
Now the museum is adjacent to the 21acre Heritage Village and the 160-acre
Florida Botanical Gardens in what is
known as Pinewood Cultural Park.
"We moved to this location in partnership with Pinellas County to be more
accessible to the general public and to be
involved in an interdisciplinary park,"
said Ken Rollins, the museum's executive
director.
The new gallery, an exhibition space
of 5, 100 square feet, is part of the first
phase of development. Also included are
2,000 sq. ft. of interim studio classrooms,
(which will become additional gallery
space) a gift shop, two major sculpture
gardens and the administrative wing with
library and storage spaces for collections,
security offices and workshops. Future
plans include more art studios, an auditorium and a cafe, said Rollins.
Popular art lessons at the old center
remain an important part of the new facility said Kimberly Lomas, curator of education.
"You don't need any experience at
all," Lomas said. "We have beginners'
classes, and we have advanced classes for
those who already have a background and
want to perfect their craft."
The gift shop features art by more than
50 Southeastern artists, said gift shop
manager Kathy Wells. "We have very reasonably priced, very beautiful gifts, from
the artists."
The Gulf Coast Museum of Art is free,
but donations are suggested. For directions and more information, call (727)
518-6833 or visit them on the web at
www.gulfcoastmuseum.org.
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Book ideas for bewildered buyers
By Bonnie Clark
With the holidays right around the comer, thoughts
tum to gift-giving. What better idea for a college student
than books? They're easy to buy and easy to wrap, but
often difficult, to choose. Here are some suggestions:

than a textbook, and the business advice sprinkled with
Yankees stories makes for a fun read.
Published last summer, Torre :S Ground Rules for
Winners is only available in hardback ($24) and audiocassette read by Torre ($17).

CURRENT NEWS
Deadlines and Datelines: Essays at the Turn
of the Century by Dan Rather

MOTIVATIONAL
Joe Torre's Ground Rules for Winners: 12
Keys to Managing Team Players, Tough
Bosses, Setbacks, and Success by Joe Torre
Everyone wants to be a winner, and three-time World
Series-winning Yankees manager Joe Torre certainly
knows of what he speaks. Torre works in the increasingly
complex sport of baseball in a demanding town, under
scrutiny from team owner George Steinbrenner, with a
team of unique and challenging players. It's no surprise,
then, that Torre has three chapters devoted to "Dealing
With Tough Bosses." Although his career has been in
baseball, the principles in this book are applicable to any
organization or workplace with team leaders and team
players.
The book is written more like an upbeat handbook

This collection of Rather's radio commentaries and
newspaper columns offers a casual and chatty approach to
writing. Those who only know Rather from his CBS
News TV persona will fmd what one reviewer called "the
loosened tie approach to communicating." Publishers
Weekly called it "refreshingly frank, direct, and intense."
Some of the essays are warm and funny. The most
emotional one is Rather's eulogy to his own grandmother: "She tried, in her quiet way, to teach us many things:
how to chum butter, how to make biscuits from scratch,
how to rear a loving child. Now it's time for us to pass her
lessons to our own children and grandchildren. ... And
suddenly there are so many things I realize I don't know."
Released last summer, Deadlines and Datelines is
available in hardback ($23)
or audiocassette read by
David Ackroyd ($25).

Not your run-of-the-mill
gift source
By Brandy Stark
The sun always shines on Gulfport.
But sometimes, it's even more interesting when the sun sets! Gulfport, or more
accurately, the waterfront district of
Gulfport, is home to a series of eccentric
galleries. These galleries display art
from the sublime to the funky in a mixture of two- and three-dimensional art.
Much of the art is made by local artisans
who wish to carve a name for themselves in this up-and-coming art district.
Joann and John DAmbra, veteran
artists and owners of the Top This Gifts
and Gallery, host a series of handmade
eccentricities ranging from wirewrapped Barbie dolls to silk scarves, Tshirts to wire sculpture and jewelry.
Gulfport attracts peopl.e who are
interested in the arts, Joanne says. This
is confirmed by her "wall of fun," which
displays a photo gallery of a variety of
people. A strange mixture of men and
women, young and old, all proudly
smile as they wear the gallery's unofficial mascot: an authentic 1950s red, lace
strapless bra. Joanne added that those
who move into the area seem interested

in keeping it a small, artsy community.
Her gallery, which has been established
in Gulfport for the past five years, is a
cornerstone to the art district. "I see a lot
of galleries that are becoming established here. People are very committed
in this area to creating and selling art,"
she said.
Top This Gifts and Gallery contains
items that are sure to meet every gift
need, and price ranges that even students can afford! Gulfport also holds a
monthly gallery walk on the first Friday
of every month.The walk, which starts
at 6 p.m. and lasts until 10 p.m., features live performances, artistic demonstrations and sidewalk displays.
For those who are late shoppers, Top
This, along with the other waterfront
district galleries, will hold a special art
walk on Dec. 18. This walk will feature
special Christmas and Holiday theme art
useful for special, unusual, or last
minute gifts.
For directions to Top This or to the
Gulfport waterfront district, call Joann
D'Ambra at (727) 321-7741.

MYSTERY
One for the Money
by Janet Evanovich
One for the Money is the
first in a series of mysteries
which feature novice bounty
hunter Stephanie Plum,
whose good-ideas-gone-bad
give a new definition to

"underdog." Her life and her job are complicated by policeman Joe Morelli, who has known
Stephanie since their tryst behind the eclair
counter at Stephanie's after-school bakery job.
These are not romance novels, though. The
scary plot twists, and violent conflicts with real
criminals keep the reader wondering what happens next. The "Stephanie Plum" series includes
such characters as heat-packing Grandma
Mazur and whore-turned-sleuth Lula.
One for the Money is available in a small
paperback ($6) and audiocassette read by
actress Lori Petty ($17). Sequels available in
paperback are Two for the Dough, Three to Get
Deadly, and Four to Score, and in hardback
High Five. Evanovich's sixth book will be published next summer.

LAUGH-OUT-LOUD DEPICTION
OF COLLEGE LIFE
Moo by Jane Smiley
It's true that Jane Smiley won a 1992
Pulitzer Prize for her book A Thousand Acres,
but readers looking for the same warm story
should look elsewhere. Moo is, as the review
by Amazon Books claims, "a wickedly funny,
darkly poignant comedy" filled with "devious
plots, mischievous intrigue, lusty liaisons, and academic
one-upsmanship."
This wild tale involves students, academicians and
administrators at Moo U, nicknamed because of the
school's steadfast devotion to agriculture majors. The
most dynamic themes at Moo U are the quest for money,
the omnipotence of the dean's secretary, and the most
unique storyline stars a quickly growing unauthorized
experimental project: a pig named Earl Butz. Moo is
available in a small paperback ($8), a larger paperback
($12) and audiocassette read by actor B. D. Wong ($17).

Teresa
.Kelley-Brownell
Ucensed Real Estate Broker
Broker/Associate
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Business 727·367-4582
Fax 727-367-3751
Cell 727-43().()604
Your searchjor that "hard-to-find" book
ends when you dial our number!
We'll use our vast resources to locate
exactly what you've been searching for.
And, we'll gladly special order it for you.
Special Holiday Sale
25% off gift books and calendars

Selling the beaches,
Tierra Verde, Pinellas
County
www.bayborobooks.com

Bestsellers • Non-Fiction • Reference • Cookbooks • Classics • Romance •
Travel • Fiction 8t More
OPEN:
121 7th Ave. S .
(Opposite USF
Mon.-Fri. 10-6
Sat. 11-3
St. Pete campus)
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Up, up and away

Airport continued from Page 5

By Lynn Stratton

When Jack Tunstill, the chief
As we waited for the control tower to It seemed like being stuck at the top of the
pilot of the Albert Whitted Flying clear us for takeoff, I surreptitiously wiped ferris wheel.
·· · Club, walked me out across the tar- my hands on my jeans, hoping he couldn't
Turning was infinitely worse. The more
mac on the way to the plane ride that see how nervous I was.
the plane leaned into the turn, the more I
·"' would help me write this story, I marBut the take-off wasn't bad. We were feared sliding into the pilot, making him
veled at the tiny aircraft we passed. up before I opened my eyes.
lose control and sending us plummeting
They were like toys, and I was
No screaming engines, no feeling like I downward.
amazed they made them so small.
was being mashed against my seat, as in
Then we turned the other way, and I
Then he said, "We're
realized I wouldn't hit the pilot, I
. "', ·ii ,,, ,. ,.- , ,,;".~:'');
would just slide out the door.
taking one just like
these."
I checked the lock. Pretty
, , ., . 'l· L.·.. "· r1 , , n, :· ~ffi'l ;,'\1'
l.. 1 Ill
,. I ''If. ' I
'!J' J4t~ tfu-:1tl 1
We stopped beside a
·'" 1 1•1•. " 1i1 i 1'•!"'1' ·~·, .: ·~;~>:....
flimsy, if you ask me. So I looked
••:r
out the windows again, trying to
nifty little green and
white Cessna 172, and I
appreciate the gorgeous scenery
realized it was smaller than my ,
below: the tropical blue-green
car. He moved around to the
water, puffy white clouds, lines
other side, talking to me as he ;
of little cars. Tiny golf carts.
I concentrated on listening to
performed a check of all the
things that could go wrong in
the pilot's words as he told me
flight, and it struck me that we
what I was seeing: the huge
were talking over the top of the
home in Tierra Verde with the
plane. A plan that would carry
palm tree growing right in the
me over downtown
St.
middle of the swimming pool.
Petersburg, out toward the
The pretty pink Don CeSar. The
bea~hes, and - I hoped - back
Photo by Rachael Lee Coleman
Sunshine Skyway Bridge ..
agam.
More cessna 172s, like the one above, were produced
Under me. I was lookmg at the
He held my door open as I than any other aircraft.
Skyway from above.
climbed in and belted me into a
Then, suddenly, the roof of the
space not as wide as the front seat in my commercial airliners. No sense that a huge, Poynter Library, and Davis and Coquina
Buick - okay, a '79 Electra, but it's still a possibly malevolent machine was dragging halls, and we were over the campus just
car. I put on the headphones and adjusted me skyward against my will.
like that, heading for the runway.
the tiny microphone so that I could hear
And I can honestly say it's true: The
No, the take-off was surprisingly gentle.
him describe what we were flying over and
It was staying up that appeared hard. planes don't get as close to the buildings as
so that he could hear me whimper.
The plane felt suspended, just barely, as if they seem to when you 're on the ground.
I hate to fly. I especially hate taking off it really wanted to descend but stayed airborne only through the efforts of the pilot.
and landing .

t'

!

radar, which allows the tower to keep
track of all traffic in a wide radius.
According to Jim Bailey, another air
traffic controller, the new radar was
installed in response to a fatal accident that was attributed to pilot error.
The accident, Bailey says, was not
anywhere near either the campus or
the airport; it occurred four miles out,
over the bay.
Since 1985, according to Bailey,
only one plane has crashed in the city,
and that was a transient aircraft. Most
accidents are minor and result from
pilots going off the runway or landing
in the water.
Veazey says he'd give the airport a
safety rating of ten on a scale of ten.
And the airport is important, he says,
make no mistake. "It's training the
next generation of pilots for airlines."
Certainly to those on the ground,
the noise of approaching planes might
indicate that they planes are close as
they pass overhead. Hebdon, who has
flown over the campus, said noise can
be misleading, and the planes are not
really as close as they appear.
So when one of those small planes
passes overhead, students and staff
can wave to the pilot, or mutter
imprecations about the noise, but
there's probably no need for them to
duck.
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Through May 29
John F Kennedy: The Exhibition
Florida International Museum presents a
story of heroism, romance, tragedy and
legacy. The exhibit is stocked with old
family photos, mementos, passports and
personal possessions of the famous first
family, Tickets are $7.95 for college students, $13.95 for adults, $5.95 for children
6-18 and children under 6 are free . The
Florida International Museum is located at
100 Second St. N., St. Petersburg. For
information call (877)-JFK-SHOW.

Tuesdays
Safe Boating Course - a continuous
course conducted at the U.S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary, Flotilla 72, 1300 Beach Dr. S.E.
Successful completion entitles participants to a certificate which may earn a discount on boat insurance. Nominal fee for
books only. For information call (727)
898-8774.

Archaeology Field Technicians.
Two month project begins in
November. Covers central Florida.
$9 per hour plus $25 a day for
expenses. Hotel included. Some
weekends required. Call Jodi
Pracht at Janus Research for info.
(727) 821-7600

clu bs & orgs
Ongoing
Management Information Systems Society,
a student organization dedicated to
advancing ideas and methods of information systems management in today's business environment, and bridging the gap
between the educational environment and
the business world. Students with all
majors welcome to attend. Meetings are
Tuesdays at 4:30 p.m. in DAY 102. For
membership info. and schedule visit
<www.coba. usf. edu/student/miss-stpt>.

Lifeguards Wanted for
USF-St. Petersburg Pool
Part-time positions available for
certified guards. Over $7.50 and
hour. Flexible hours. Some weekend
work
required.
Call
Recreation and Watercraft at 5531597 for more info.

Weekends

Uptown Friday Nights - Participate in a
December 19
Dome District Block Party located on
Old Northeast Candlelight Tour of Central Avenue between 11th St. and 13th
Homes- Spend some time wandering St. Enjoy monthly free concerts from 5:30
through one of St. Petersburg's most beau- to 9:30 p.m. For information call (727)
tiful neighborhoods. 4 to 8 p.m. For more 822-4562.
information call (727) 823-2472.

on campus

January 8

December 13

Bay Area Renaissance Festival Auditions
- Open auditions for interactive improvisational troupe of75 actors. Seeking experienced and inexperienced male and

.J

Positions Available

female actors for six weeks of performances, Sat., and Sun. only, March 11 to
April 6. For more information call (800)
779-4910.

'round t own

.,.,
d
aSS I 1e rJS

1999 Fall Comencement ceremonies Mahaffey Theater. 7 p.m. For more information call 553-1162.

Student government meets every other
Wed. in CAC 133 at 4:15 p.m.
Representative positions are still available
for all colleges. All students are welcome
to attend. For information, call (727) 5531144.

Want to write?
The Craw's Nest is looking to publish short stories and poems next
semester. Dust off those old
pieces and send them in. Nothing
over 2000 words, please. Call
553-3113 for info.

Council of Clubs (COC) meets the first
Tuesday of each month in CAC 133 at 4
p.m. All clubs and organizations must
send at least one member. For information,
call (727) 553-1144.

Place a Classified
To place a classified ad, call (727)
553-3113, e-mail to:
thenest99@hotmail. com or stop
by the Nest office in the CAC.

A bad score isn't society's fault.
Kaplan gets you in.
Call today to reserve a seat.
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ON THE VERGE OF 2000, WE BELIEVE
and Photos by
IN USF-ST. PETERSBURG! Advertorial
Pamela Griner Leavy
Advertisers came forth in record num- only are the nachos and turkey sandwiches pricey boats and the southern tip of USF. emment president Tim Lenahan was
bers during the fall semester to support the to die for (where does he get those fresh, Open until 11p.m., the food is good, the pulled on stage to light up the room, and
Crows Nest. Realtors, retailers, restau- ripe tom atoes?) but every Thursday night service under new ownership is friendly his nose, in a nasally rendition of the
rants, health services, apartments, enter- the Tavern buzzes with live music. Crow s and the setting is tropical Florida.
theme to Deliverance.
tainment venues, tutoring and testing cen- Nest fall semester favorites included the
Irreverent, sexy greeting
ters, all believers in the present and future Urban Gypsies and blues singer Sarasota cards for any occasion can be
of USF-St. Petersburg. A holiday thank Slim . Open mike nites are every found at Mail Boxes Etc.,
you to them and a New Year's wish for Wednesday. The Tavern at Bayboro made Second Ave. S and Second St.
you, please support the businesses sup- national news during the fall semester S. Owner Joe Pugliano is a
porting this campus newspaper!
when it had to change its name. Seems the longtime supporter of USF.
Shopping recently for an apartment at infamous Tavern on the Green in the New During the fall semester, Joe put
the beautifully renYork City's the word out for a part-time
ovated
Carlton
Central Park USF employee and was disapTowers, 470 Third
didn't want pointed in the lack of response.
St. S., just across
the
little Computer station rentals are
the street from
establishment available with lntemet access.
USF, were roomusing
the Make copies, fax, rent private
mates journalism
same name. mai lboxes , laminate, it's all
major Matt Canon
Students and available at the storefront businews media ness. Joe also wears the title of
and mass commutypes aren't that sometimes needed and hard J oe Cortese , owner, and David Branson, assistant
nications
major
" t
, H
b
manager, behind the counter at Bayboro Books.
Sean Dunne. "The
the only ones t o fimd no ary.
ow a out
hanging out at putting your picture, or a picture
students like it here
because it's a mix
the Tavern. of your pet, in a paper weight for a holiday
The Society for the Advancement of
of professionals City Councilman Jay Lasita and Dean Bill Heller Dean
gift?
You
can
do
it
at
Mail
Boxes
Etc.
Poynter
Library turned to who else but
Bill
and retirees. They doing lunch at The Tavern at Bayboro.
Tell us what you want is the theme of the Crows Nest to advertise their annual
Heller
was
[the students] can
recently spot- the new kids on the USF block, The New short story writing contest. The Nest wishactually study!" said leasing agent Melissa ted lunching with St. Petersburg City Bayboro Cafe, operated by Creative es all who entered the best of luck and any
Torres noting that most USF residents are Councilman Jay Lasita.
Catering. Banana pancakes for breakfast at fiction submissions are welcome for possigraduate students.
Joe Cortese also made the news this prices you can afford, all you can eat ble publication.
Patty Callaghan says she's glad to have fall when he spoke out against big book- theme buffets (love the Mexican food!),
Sorry, no match-making took place this
USF in the community because of the store chains for using what he called mis- freshly made salads and sandwiches for semester among the Crows Nest classischool's strong womens studies program. leading advertising. Cortese, owner of students and faculty on the go. Call (727) fieds (keep in mind we are willing to run
Callaghan, the owner of Brigit Books, Bayboro Books, can order any book, just 502-98 18 and they
personals), but others
3434 Fourth St. N., had special praise for like the bookstore big boys. He has joined wi ll deliver your
took advantage of our
USF faculty and staff, Dr. Ruth Whitney Inkwood Books in Tampa, Brigit Books lunch to your
low rates. Among
and Dr. Diane McKinstry, along with the and downtown mainstay Haslam's in classroom
or
them, people offering
tutoring, part-time
Campus Women's Collective. Shop via fighting for the survival of independents. office and cater
Brigit's web site: www.brigitbooks.com.
television production
The intimate on-campus bookstore carries your on-campus
Make your bed and make money off it, textbooks, cookbooks, gift books, a great or at home holiday
work and those seeking everything from
too, is Teresa Kelley-Brownell's advice for collection of journals and bestsellers. Joe party!
P e form an c e
lifeguards, archeolostudents strapped for
likes
stucash and worried
gy workers and apartdents
and anxiety? The folks
knows how at Kaplan swear
about paying off stument renters.
dent loans. "Buy a
to
make they can raise
All
Women's
piece of property
them happy GRE and GMAT
Health Center, 4131
usually scores as much as
right near USF St.
Central Ave., 327found on the 300
Petersburg, live in it
points.
3300, joined the list
counter is a Kaplan
and rent part of it
c l ai~s Carlton Towers leasing agent Melissa Torres ~f Cro~ s Nest adverout,"
advises
dish of com- they rank #I m shows the layout to USF students Matt tlsers this past semesBrownell, a realtor
p limentary GMAT prepara- Caron and Sean Dunne.
ter. The staff at All
and broker with
candy!
tion. Call 1-800Women's
Health
Century 21 Mills
Craving KAP-TEST.
Center say they are more than about reproAs for actually tackling the test, it's a ductive choice. They offer student disFirst. "By the t.ime
paradise and
you graduate you can
aut h entic snap at the Eckerd College Computer counts on gynecological services. fUDs
sell the property and
Maryland Based Testing Center. The testing room are available as well as great discounts on
pay off your student
crabcakes? is quiet. Computers are easy to operate. brand name birth control pills.
loans from the profit
The
Old Instant gratification is available in the
Finally, Extra Innings Ball Park
you make."
Key West form of an immediately available score. Cafe, 1850 Central Ave., is a welcome
USF
St.
Deli & Cafe Don't despair if the score isn't high new addition to the 2000 Crows Nest faroPetersburg is "it," the In Nov., Patty Callaghan, owner of Brigit Books, is minutes enough. Study up, make an appointment at ily of advertisers. Go there for over 20
place to be, says brought her business to USF for what s he deemed from cam- Eckerd College, 864-8163, and take the television monitors, stadium seating, your
pus. Located test again.
Brownell, because of a "successful" book sale.
favorite microbrews, good food and fun all
its location in a prime
Harborside Productions, USF-St. around.
at
1110
real estate area. Investors are finding it an Third St. S., across from the Poynter Petersburg's in-house entertainment coorexcellent location because they want to Institute, and open daily for lunch and din- dinators and party animals, purchased the
Peace on Earth, good will and stay
cater to USF students.
ner, The Old Key West is packing in locals, Nest's only full-page ad this semester, safe! See you all next semester.
Gavin Benson knows how to cater to visitors to the Dati museum and USF stu- heralding national college comedian, Buzz
Your Crow :s- Nest advertising staff1
students at The Tavern at Bayboro. Not dents. Outdoor tables offer a view of Sutherland's hilarious show. Student gov-

